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Stylex Launches Umo, A Sculptural Accent Table With Utility and Warmth
Umo’s Architecturally-Inspired Design Language Embraces Function, Form, and Texture

(June 2022 - Delanco, NJ) - Commercial furnishings expert Stylex announces the release of its
latest accent table Umo, the perfect piece to outfit lounges, work nooks, and spaces that blur
the lines between residential and commercial. Cleverly designed by Stylex’s Brandon Walker to
lend function, form, and texture to a variety of multi-purpose spaces, Umo can serve as an
occasional table, beautiful sculpture, and—in a pinch—extra seating.
“An exercise in minimalism and material purity, we strove to create an ambiguous object that lies
between sculptural and functional,” says Walker. “Taking inspiration from the iconic arches found
in a de Chirico painting, the table’s architectural, minimalist form is both quiet and bold.”
As much a sculptural object as an accent table, Umo adds utility and visual warmth to any
space. Walker playfully combined geometry and form in the fully wood piece, juxtaposing curved
shapes with angular cutouts. In fact, the name ‘Umo’ is derived from the shapes that make the
table: three arches and a circle. The portico-like arches not only add a beguiling detail but
cleverly aid in wire management.

Longevity and simplicity are important elements of Walker’s design process. By prioritizing each,
Walker not only aims to establish a trend-proof, timeless piece, but he also hopes to promote
sustainability.
“Umo has a simplicity of design that will help it last for generations. It’s not specific to a trend,”
said Walker. “Careful consideration was given to how thick each wood part should be, as to
allow for very little throw-away material.”
Umo is available in maple, oak, and walnut, each sealed with a clear, water-based finish that
showcases the wood’s natural grain. It also comes in oak with an opaque black finish. Crafted in
the U.S. with special consideration for the environment, Umo is Greenguard IAQ and Level 1
certified and available in CET, making it easy to specify. As with all Stylex products, the Umo
accent table is backed by a 10-year performance warranty.
To learn more about Stylex’s ‘Enduring Companions’ as well as the brands’ full range of
solutions, all of which are made in the USA, visit Stylex online.
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ABOUT STYLEX
For more than six decades Stylex has designed and fabricated furnishings for both the
workplace and healthcare, hospitality, and educational environments. We carefully consider the
seating, tables, and lounge pieces we offer, balancing aesthetics, performance, and value. A
desire to serve users' ever-evolving needs has led us to collaborate with the field’s top
designers and engineers. Made from durable, sustainable materials that ensure their long life,
our products add beauty and function to any space. For more information, visit
www.stylexseating.com.
ABOUT BRANDON WALKER
A job building architectural models made Brandon Walker realize that he wanted to design
furniture. “It is the perfect melding of my interests,” explains Walker, who had studied painting
and sculpture as an undergraduate. “It has the creativity that drives me as an artist but includes
the more functional aspect of architecture.” After completing an MFA at the Rhode Island School
of Design, Walker joined Stylex in 2014. Now a senior designer, he continues to combine
beauty and practicality. “A design’s most important aspect is longevity,” he says. “Being around
for a long time, being used across generations, and being appreciated by people.” Walker lives
in the greater Philadelphia area.

